Online Monster Creator
specifications

The OMC would allow a user to create a monster by entering all of the monster's information on an HTML page using text areas, menu lists, radio buttons, checkboxes, and so on. After hitting "submit", the OMC would return the full information of the monster as entered, in a formatted HTML document or a plain text document.

This document describes one possible design for an Online Monster Creator (OMC), line-by-line, along with the appropriate HTML elements. The use of one-line versus multiple-line text areas should be determined by context. 

Line 1: Monster Name
text area: name of monster [required]
If the author of the OMC is able to manage it, they could have the OMC include the year, month, day of the month, and time as default text, as a working name for the creature.

Line 2: Author(s) and Origin(s)
text area: any information about the authors (name, group, etc.)

Line 3: Garb
text area: monster's garb requirements [required]

Line 4: Summoned By


Line 5: Player Lives/Life


Line 6: Type(s)
menu list of magical/nonmagical subtype: "Standard" [default], "Mystical"[required]
checkbox subtype: Multi-Person
checkbox subtype: Extra-Planar
checkbox subtype: Arboreal
checkbox subtype: Fey
menu list of creature types: "(blank)", "Animation", "Beast", "Humanoid", "Undead"  [not required]
Note: the (blank) option should appear as a blank space in the generated monster description. This menu list is not required information, since some creatures may b Fey or Arboreal without being an Animation, Beast, Humanoid, or Undead.
text area: any special notes about the monster's type
Note: In the generated monster description, all subtypes chosen on this line should appear in the same order as given above

Line 7: Questor/Monster Ratio
menu list: common ratios: "Undetermined" [default], "0.5/1", "1/1", "2/1", "3/1", "4/1", "5/1", "6/1", "7/1", "8/1", "9/1", "10/1", "Greater than 10/1" [not required]
text area: any special notes about the monster's ratio; may be used to enter another ratio other than what is available
checkbox : "Per Player" (available if Multi-Person checkbox is checked from line 6, otherwise grayed-out)
checkbox : "(Quest)"


Line 8: Armor
checkbox: Has automatic armor
menu list of automatic armor type: "Natural Armor", "Invulnerability", "Invulnerable Armor", "Natural Invulnerable Armor"
	text area: number of points of automatic armor
checkbox: May wear additional armor
	menu list: "(blank)", "1 point", "2 points", "3 points", "4 points", "5 points", "6 points"
checkbox: May use shields
	menu list: "Buckler", "Small", "Medium", "Large"
If none of the checkboxes are selected, then this line will generate as "Armor: None"

Line 9: Weapons
checkbox: Has natural weapons
	menu list of maximum size: "dagger", "short", "long", "reach", "any"
	checkbox: may use flails
	checkbox: may use spears
	checkbox: may use staves
	checkbox: may use polearms
checkbox: May use constructed weapons
	menu list of maximum size: "dagger", "short", "long", "reach", "any"
	checkbox: may use flails
	checkbox: may use spears
	checkbox: may use staves
	checkbox: may use polearms
text area: any special notes about the monster's weapons
If neither of the checkboxes are selected, then this line will generate as "Weapons: None"

Line 10: Immunities
checkbox: Immune to Bladed Weapons
checkbox: Immune to Cold-Based Attacks
checkbox: Immune to Control
checkbox: Immune to Death
checkbox: Immune to Disease
checkbox: Immune to Flame
checkbox: Immune to Magic
checkbox: Immune to Poison
checkbox: Immune to Projectiles
checkbox: Immune to Specific Spell or Effect
	text area: specific spells the creature is immune to
checkbox: Immune to Sorcery
checkbox: Immune to Subdual
text area: Other Immunities the monster may possess

Line 11: Natural Lives
text area: number of monster's natural lives. [required]
Note: there's a wide range of number of lives a monster may have (pop monsters could have lots of them) and some monsters may have unlimited lives (e.g. Darklord). Hence this line should consist of a simple text area instead of a long menu list.

Line 12: Traits & Abilities
This line should have several (say, twenty) iterations of the following. In essence, there should be twenty Line 12's
menu list: "(blank)", "Trait", "Innate Ability", "Magical Ability", "Magic-Like Ability". The menu list should always default to (blank) regardless of what option was last selected.
text area: name of trait or ability
text area: full description of trait or ability (not required)
Note: As an alternative to taking up lots of space on the page with a dozen blank entries to fill out, the person who creates this Online Monster Creator may be able to set up some kind of frames version where the traits and abilities section in one frame, and everything else is in the other. The traits & abilities frame document would have just a single menu list and text area to fill out. It would also have an "Add" button. This frame document would refresh and display a list of all abilities so far added to the monster (traits first, innate abilities, magical abilities, and magic-like abilities in that order, and alphabetized). Each trait or ability would also have a "delete" button and a "replace" button, where the "replace" button would replace the existing ability text with whatever was typed into the text area. If the replace option is selected, then the new trait/ability type overrides the old one, unless the trait/ability type is left blank.
Note: If no traits or abilities are given, this line should generate as "Traits & Abilities: None"

Line 13: Vulnerabilities
checkbox: Beneficient
checkbox: Bound
	text area: description of item the monster is bound to.
checkbox: Slow
checkbox: Stationary
	text area: description of area the monster is limited to
checkbox: Tethered
	text area: description of item the monster is tethered to and the rope length
checkbox: Weak
text area: Altered Effects (a space to write about whatever has altered effects with the monster)
text area: Aversions (a space to write about whatever the monster has aversion to)
text area: Spell Weaknesses (a space to write about whatever the monster is particularly weak to)

Line 14: Levels
checkbox: This monster has levels.
If this box is not checked, then lines 15-20 are grayed out.

Line 15: Level 1 Abilities
radio button 1: "As listed."
radio button 2: text area: a list of what the monster gets at 2nd level.

Line 16: Level 2 Abilities
text area: a list of what the monster gets at 2nd level.

Line 17: Level 3 Abilities
text area: a list of what the monster gets at 3rd level.

Line 18: Level 4 Abilities
text area: a list of what the monster gets at 4th level.

Line 19: Level 5 Abilities
text area: a list of what the monster gets at 5th level.

Line 20: Level 6 Abilities
text area: a list of what the monster gets at 6th level.

Line 21: Miscellaneous Information
text area: whatever additional information that might be relevant.

Line 21: Preview/Submit buttons
Preview button: Selecting this option will cause the OMC to generate the monster description in a new window, according to the options given. It will not bother to check for empty required fields.
Submit button: Selecting this option will cause the OMC to check for any empty required fields first. If any are found, the OMC will generate a new window with a list of any fields or menu lists that require information. All of these have been marked "[required]" above.


Other Suggested Features

1. Incorporate text export & import features which would allow the OMC to save works in progress and reload them at a later time. The text format would likely be a simple comma-delimited plain-text file.

2. Options for the user to choose a background color and/or text color for the generated HTML monster description document.

3. An option for the user to choose a background image to be incorporated into the generated HTML document.

4. An option for the user to choose the font to be used.

5. An option for the user to embed one or more graphics, sound files, movie clips, whatever, in the generated HTML document (e.g. illustrations of the monster, what the monster sounds like, etc.)

6. An option for the user to attach one or more URLs to the monster description (such a link to the author's own web site, links to other related monsters posted on the web, links to mundane online references pertinent to the monster, and so on.)


